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heal me, oh jailer: DAY 4,917
Justin

 
 By almost any standard the American Prison betrays itself as a system
 striving toward unmitigated totalitarianism. [emphasis added by author]
   —Angela Davis, Lessons: From Attica to Soledad
  
 I am sick. I admit it. I am an inmate, I am a prisoner.
 I am in need of your intervention, your correction, your rehabilitation.
 It is I and I alone, through my psychosis, that has spit in the face of 
humanity.  
 Save Me From Myself.
 I am currently furniture, property of the state of connecticut, I must be 
the best piece of furniture if I desire not to complete my stay in this warehouse of 
warehouses.
 It is against my best interest to recognize that my rehabilitation, and the 
notion that I need rehabilitating, is a design for me to adhere to a state of ineptitude.
Inept I am not, yet I am forced to grovel as if at the feet of a King.
 A King that knows not his people; that has not laid brow upon the 
infrastructureless slums that pre-imprisons us; that has not smelt - nor will ever smell 
- the breath uncaged from a growling stomach; that has not calloused the virgin flesh 
of his palms as a pallbearer of uncured crates that imprison us for eternity.
Why must I embrace recuperation for an illness bestowed upon me? How can I? 
 I know right from wrong, I will never excuse a wrong for a right for 
previous wrongdoing, but I will not excuse that original wrongdoing in the process. 
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This is to say, I will not promote fraud because of our homeless crisis, I will not 
applaud drug-dealing because of the tyranny of pharmaceutical empires, and I will 
not champion murder because of this war on culture – this fixation on manacling 
those forced to “live” not as “profound” – but I will not condemn them with a 
depleted tolerance, deriving from those systemic assaults, as sick either.
 I must admit I am sick to receive help;
 Why not my jailer be asked the same to “heal”?
 To become a prisoner is to become a servant to your past, your community, 
and your country.
 america does not wish to see me well; the prison industrial complex stands 
to gain nothing if I am cured; parole, probation, home confinement, they do not 
thrive upon my restoration.
 These exploitations flourish based upon my declaration of unhealthiness.
 To accept these “means to demean” is to feed their perpetuation that their 
“righteousness” has not meant the devouring of those at their mercy.
 If I need “rehabilitation” because you say I need “rehabilitation” – what 
level of health can I ever truly achieve?
 True rehabilitation is what the imprisoned begs of their imprisoner.
 True rehabilitation means not the incineration of my humanity – but the 
incineration of this structure which enables said incineration.
 It is true I am on day four thousand nine hundred seventeen of my 
disappearance. It is true that I have come to know remorse, regret, compassion, and 
empathy. It is also true that my health is constantly defined then redefined by others 
who seek to enrich themselves with my ailments.
 How can a system that’s never had its own health to begin with, determine 
me to be unhealthy?  
 The prison industrial complex “evolves” from sick people; run by sick 
people; upheld by a sick people – with the intention of redistributing that sickness 
upon those it subjugates.
 If the prisoner is condemned by “rehabilitation,” then the condemning of 
the one who “rehabilitates,” the one who truly needs condemnation, will never be 
breached.
 I have seen in this warehouse of warehouses the lack of opportunity invade 
the people with lethargy. The mental health sessions that lead to tranquilizer reliance. 
The Higher Educators restrained by curriculum – those that instill positivity and 
submissiveness – seizing our Higher Educators with sheer malpractice. 
 These Educators unable to enter these cauldrons with the freedoms to 
truly educate – forced to placate YOUR illness – for fear that their education might 
untangle a web of misdiagnosis.
 I have seen the “law” incite, the people vanish within themselves, the canopy 
of hopelessness engulf the landscape – 
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 I have seen
 I have seen
 I have seen …
 I have not seen the mending of thought, the nurturing of self-awareness, 
the resurrecting of humanity, the “rehabilitation” that is associated with societal 
expectation.
 Society does not know this carousel, this conveyor, this cash cow.
 Society does not know that we enter as people and assimilate into a herd of 
furniture.
 As long as we beg for rehabilitation, and continue to disclaim our health, 
society will essentially remain oblivious.
 In a lecture by Angela Davis1 on Decarceration, she questions our innate 
relationship with “rehabilitation” within  the american penal system: “if we really 
want Rehabilitation, and we have to start talking about decarceration; how is 
rehabilitation possible under conditions of total confinement?”
 Is total Rehabilitation truly what our confiner has in mind for those it 
confines, or is that “total confinement” the objective?
 Why does our rehabilitation have to rely on this need for them to clutch 
onto our declaration of malady?
 In the Concise Oxford English dictionary: The world’s most trusted 
dictionary (12th ed.) the word DECARCERATION does not appear. 
 The word INCARCERATE does appear. In direct proximity, words that 
also appear are ironically words that inform the dichotomy between the despotism 
(totalitarianism) inflicted upon the incarcerated by the incarcerator: (above) 
incapable · incapacitant · incapacitate · incapacity; (below) incarnadine · incarnate 
· incarnation · incase (old-fashioned spelling of encase) · incautious · incendiary. 
Words that can be applied for purposes that would destabilize the mental, physical, 
spiritual, and emotional wholeness of the incarcerated – all of which can be deployed 
with an inferior connotation.
 Coincidence, possibly. Less of a coincidence, but more of a totality of 
our societal reflection, are various definitions of words that place one in another’s 
custody: prisoner; inmate; captive; etc.
 Less of a coincidence is the absence of Decarceration, and words that mirror 
that embodied definition.
  As the days of my incarceration accumulate, I grow no more in ‘sickness’ 
than that of my very first day imprisoned. I am as sick as this prison industrial 
complex is healthy. I am as prepared to embrace this illusion, my need for 
‘rehabilitation’ as my captor is prepared to reveal their purpose for such submission.
 As long as I am prepared to denounce absolute and complete subservience 
to the state my health will remain my sickness.

1 The source of this lecture was not able to be identified.
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 I am sick. I admit it. My health is resounding evidence of that.
 I am healthy – I admit it. I recognize no such rehabilitation,
 What will become of me?
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